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Graduation Exercises 
August 11, 2001 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Graduation 
Saturday, August 11, 2001 
11:00 a.m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation.) 
Invocation 
Stephanie Leigh Floyd, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Board of Visitors Graduate Teaching Assistant Award 
Aurora Brass Quintet 
Jane Dill, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. Gordon E. Howard, University Marshal 
.. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Chairman _________ Columbia 
William C. Smith, Jr., Vice Chairman Columbia 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg .. Leesville 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr. Kiawah Island 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ---------------Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. Columbia 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker _________________ President 
Doris R. Helms Interim Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
Benjamin W. Anderson ___________ General Counsel 
R. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for 
Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer -----------Christi an E. G. Przirembel Vice President· for Research 
Robert W. Robinson Director of Athletics 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the lev.el of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
~nstitution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V,,). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silve,i;, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of cornelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
a~claimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
MayaVijayaraghavan ----------------------------------Madr~.lnd~ 
B.S., M.S., University of Madr~ 
Dissertation: Economic Growth and Institutions: Empirical Evidence from a Cross,National Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. W. A. Ward 
Entomology 
Christopher Lee Evans ---------------------------------Orangeburg, SC 
B.S., Wofford College, M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Cytogenetics and Systematics of the Leucocyro~oon Vector Simulium slossonae (Diptera: Simuliidae) 
Advisor: Dr. P. H. Adler 
Stephanie Brewer Normand Charleston, SC 
B.S., College of Charleston; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Efficacy of Alternative Control Strategies Against Nuisance Chironomid Midges (Diptera:Chironomidae) in Field 
Applications in Coastal South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. P. M. Horton 
Food Technology 
Thanes Keokamnerd Chiang Mai, Thailand 
B.S., Chianfmai University; M.S., Chulalongkom University 
Dissertation: Modified Atmosphere Packaging to Extend Shelf,Life of Ground Chicken Meat 
Advisor: Dr. P. L. Dawson 
Su-il Park Chonbuk, Korea 
B.S., Korea University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Antimicrobial Activity of Chitosan Impregnated into Packaging Films and Chitosan in Solution 
Advisor: Dr. K. S. Marsh 
Forest Resources 
Kirk David Howell_·- --------------------------------- Independence, MO 
B.S., M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Optimizing Nursery Technologies Involved in the Production of Pine and Oak Planting 
Advisor: Dr. A. E. Miller 
Genetics 
Vkgin~Sylv~Ve~oort ____________________________ ~Sain~~~Su~Me~Fra~~e 
M.A.I., Lille University 
Dissertation: Molecular Analysis of Genes Involved in Human Development 
Advisors: Dr. A. G. Abbott 
Dr. C. E. Schwanz 
Microbiology 
Melanie Patricia Dautle Cherry Hill, NJ 
B.A., Rutgers State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Molecular Classification Using Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA Analysis, Antibiotic Susceptibility, MIC 
Determination, and Plasmid Profiles on 100 Grams Positive and Negative Clinical Isolates Purified from Pediatric Feeding Tubes 
Advisor: Dr. T. A. Hughes 
Plant Physiology 
Tharathom Boonkaew ________________________________ Bangkok, Thailand 
B.Sc. Chiangmai University; M.Sc., Chulalqngkom University 
Dissertation: In Vitro Culture of Ginkeo biloba·L. 
Advisor: Dr. N. D. Camper 
Zoology 
ErkGknnHaenni ----------------------------------~St~ui~MO 
B.A., Hendrix College 
Dissercacion: The Embryological Development of the Caphalofoil in the Bonnechead Shark, Sphvma t.!bw:Q 
Advisor: Dr.]. P. Wourms 
lan]amesRenne ----------------------------------~Pit~burgh,PA 
B.S., Syracuse University 
Dissertation: Invasion of Chinese Tallow Tree: Causes, Consequences and Forecast 
Advisor: Dr. T. P. Spira 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemical Engineering 
Shwhong Zhuang ----------------------------------Jiangsu, China 
B.E., Nantong Institute of Textile Technology 
Dis.sertation: Supercritical Fractionation of ~etroleum Pitches: Experiment and Prediction 
Advisor: Dr. M. C. Thies 
Chemistry 
Ritchie Curtis Eanes Ridgeway, VA 
B.S., Guilford College 
Dis.sertation: Development of a Radio-Frequency Glow Discharge Ion Trap Mas.s Spectrometer for Elemental Analysis and Ion· 
Molecule Applications 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Marcus 
Ismail Kul---------------------------------- Orhangazi-Bursa, Turkey 
B.S., Ege University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dis.sertation: Mixtures of Fluorinated Ether and Sulfur Derivatives as R-22 Alternatives 
Advisor: Dr. A. L. Beyerlein 
Jason Eric Riggs---------------------------------- Lawrenceville, GA 
B.S., Berry College 
Dis.sertation: Optical Limiting Properties of Fullerenes and Related Materials 
Advisor: Dr. Y. P. Sun 
Rosa Daneen Walsh ________________________________ Rock Hill, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dis.sertation: Crystal Engineering through Halogen Bonding 
Advisor: Dr. W. T. Pennington, Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
Bret Thomas Coscic __________________________________ Folly Beach, SC 
, . B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Energy Management and Attitude Control for Spacecraft 
Advisors: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Dr. M. S. de Queiroz 
Markus Stephan Lqffler _______ .__ _______________________ Munich, Germany 
B.S., The Technical University of Munich 
Dis.sercat;on: New Object-Oriented and PC-Based Approaches to Robot Control Software 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Ding Xu -----------------------------~--------Beijing, China 
B.S., M.S., Tsinghua University 
Dis.sertation: Optimal Load Shedding 
Advisor: Dr. A. A. Girgis 
Engineering Mechanics 
Adrian Gabriel Loghin -------------------------------- Ploiesti, Romania 
B.S., M.S., Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest 
Dissertation: The Effects of Arbitrary Loading in Nonlinear Fracture Mechanics 
Advisor: Dr. P. F. Joseph 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Cynthia Lynn Dinwiddie Paramount, CA 
B.S.E., Walla Walla College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dis.sertacion: A New Small Drillhole Minipermeameter Probe and Associated Analytical Techniques for !n filIY Permeability 
Measurement ' 
Advisor: Dr. F. J. Molz Ill 
Jam~~wa~Roane _________________________________ NonhVemon,lN 
B.S., University of Evansville; B.S., M.A., Purdue University 
Dissertation: Radionuclide Separation using Coupled Chromatographic and Scintillation Detection Techniques 
Advisor: Dr. T. A. DeYol 
Industrial Engineering 
Ismail Erol --------------------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., Ankara University of Natural and Applied Sciences 
Dissertation: Multi-Dimensional Approach to Selections among Alternatives 
Advisor: Dr. W. G. Ferrell, Jr. 
Materials Science and Engineering 
William~vidNothwang ___ ~-~---------------------------Lindrich,NM 
B.S., Worcester Poly Institute; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Modeling of Fatigue Behavior in Stress-Biased Piezoelectric Activators with Equivalent Circuit Analogs 
Advisor: Dr. R. W. Schwartz 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Jay Crafr Bobo---------------------------------- Anderson, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Two Uses of_the Accelerated Reading Programs 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
Lynn lewis Easley, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.H.S., Medical University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Lipid Treatment Assessment in Women: Primary Care Practice and Curricula Implications for South Carolina 
Obstetricians/Gynecologists 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Educational Leadership 
Deborah Campbell Hudson ______________________________ Gastonia, NC 
B.F.A., University of North Carolina-Charlotte; M.B.A., Winthrop University 
Dissertation: Compensable Factors for Chief Financial Officers in the North Carolina Community College System 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Rory James McTigue ----------------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., Frostburg State University; M.Ed., Salisbury State University 
Dissertation: Perception of Evaluative Criteria for School Principals in South Carolina: Old vs. New 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Pen Lile Rogers Greer, SC 
M.A., Furman University 
Dissertation: Attrition Among Students with Leaming Disabilities in a Large Urban School District and the Potential Impact of an 
Occupational Diploma Option on Dropout Rates 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Jennifer Lise Kafsky __________________________________ Lyndhurst, OH 
B.S., M.S., Ohio University 
Dis.serration: The Effect of a Freshman Adventure Orientation Program on the Development of Social Interest 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
KangShoulu------------------------------------~Xian,China 
B.S., M.S., Shaanxi Teachers University 
Dissertation: A GIS-based logistic Approach to Modeling of Parcel Land Use Systems in a Tourist Destination 
Advisor: Dr. T. D. Potts 
~~Brad~Wa~bwlll _____________________________ ~Ckmson,SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., Indiana University 
Dissertation: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Resiliency: Testing Invariance in a Theoretical Model 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Jason William Boswell ________ Brooksville, FL Alan Scott Utsey _________ Charleston, SC 
Derrick Oneal Cooper Perry, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Food Industries 
Paul Irvin Bever, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Animal Physiology 
Jes.ska Marie Hyams _________ Greenville, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Christopher Robert Mueller _______ Gardiner, NY Shawn Paul Young _________ Brockport, PA 
Botany 
Layla Waldrop ___________ Seneca, SC 
Forest Resources 
William Steven Busbee ________ Greenville, SC Mary Lynn Webb,Marek ________ Edmond, OK 
Russell Bennett Randles Weddington, NC 
Microbiology 
John Grady Abercrombie ________ Pickens, SC 
Nutrition 
Amy Jeanne Roy __________ Summerville, SC 
Zoology 
Joseph Bradley Caldwell -------- Pickens, SC Steven Clay Guerry _______ Moncks Corner, SC 
Christopher John Davison Minster, England Anna Eugenia Huckabee Lexington, SC 
Andrew ~amsworth Rye, NY Christine Janet Lewis Hickory, NC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Kelly Anne Gordon _________ Charleston, SC William Kenyatta Turner _____ Winston,Salem, NC 
Christopher Lynn Price Lake View, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Suzanne Michelle Sears Covington, KY 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Pavankumar L. Khatri ________ Mumbai, India David Bruce Shehan _________ Gaffney, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Heather Marie de Maynadier _______ Seattle, WA David Barrett Ritter _________ Marietta, GA 
Brett Loraine Lamb Easley, SC , Jennie Elizabeth Wakefield Anderson, SC 
History 
Susan Sumerau Corley _______ North Augusta, SC . Chriscopher Joseph Osbourn ______ Nashville, TN 
Albert George Courie Ill Elizabeth City, NC 
Professional Communication 
Julie Danielle Eason Campbell ____ Murrell's Inlet, SC Debra Lynne Mitchell ________ Gastonia, NC 
Kathryn Briggs Goforth Spartanburg, SC Melis.sa Lauren Tidwell Charleston, SC 
Adam Michael Huddleston Honolulu, HI Heather Kay Totten Three Rivers, Ml 
Amy Leann Merrill Newnan, GA Renee Sichel Wagenseil Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Kathleen Margaret Bacon _______ Greenville, SC Robert Michael Koss _________ Greenville, SC 
Willie Tyrone Burroughs Anderson, SC Steven Ryan Lee Easley, SC 
Michael John Cinque Dix Hills, NY Jane Grayson Marpes Greer, SC 
James Joseph Cloonan Rochester, NY Heather Leigh Patterson Florence, SC 
Patrick Lewis Condon, Jr. Greenville, SC Shea Clark.son Simmons Spartanburg, SC 
Rachelle Renee Fee Greenville, SC Tim Gerard Smith Massillon, OH 
Eva Naglic Gaspersic Ljubljana, Slovenia Lucio Jovanny Valle Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
Maher Anis Hanna Beirut, Lebanon Randal James Vaughan Fountain Inn, SC 
Keith Doyle Hardin Shelby, NC Brian Christopher Wemeke Mauldin, SC 
Sharon Davis Ivey Baltimore, MD Laura Ashley Wise Aiken, SC 
Jamie Lyn Key Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Tiffany Michelle Anthanio _______ Greenville, SC Sarah Catherine Herring ________ Anderson, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Babb Orangeburg, SC Elizabeth Ashley McDaniel Greenville, SC 
Kelly Moore Black Columbia, SC Kara Susan Sexton Gray Court, SC 
Jason Gary Brasile New Britain, CT Emily Diane Sparkman Holly Springs, MS 
Samuel Lear Campbell Columbia, SC Benjamin Alex Stevens Lancaster, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Carson Union, SC Scotty Ray Tribble Gilbert, SC 
Fredoria Shanova Cartwright Nassau, Bahamas Jonathan Todd Walker Greenwood, SC 
Shana Nikol Ellison Anderson, SC David Jackson Williams Asheboro, NC 
Jennifer Smith Goins Summerville, SC Xiaomei Zhang Clemson, SC 
Mindy June Harvey Hendersonville, NC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Elliot Farrell Bischoff Webster Groves, MO 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Oana Cristina Diaconu ------ Bucharest, Romania Michael Brent Watkins _________ ,Mobile, AL·. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Michael Joseph Garrity-------- Madison, -NC 
Applied Sociology 
Stacey Ann Willocks _________ Longwood, FL 
Graphic Communications 
Michelle Renee Slater _________ Greenvilfe, SC 
Industrial Management 
Pervez Zahir Siddiqui _________ Bombay, India James Edwin Yon __________ Anderson, SC 
Mchmet Can Y etkin Ankara, Turkey 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Michael Patrick Horan ________ Savannah, GA Jeffrey M. Walker--------- Wilmington, DE 
Laura Felissa Pardo San Jose, Costa Rico 
Biosystems Engineering 
Nicole Roselle Johnson _______ Goose Creek, SC Sarah Maria Reed ----------- York, PA 
Burhan A.M. Niyazi Medina, Saudi Arabia 
Chemical Engineering 
Keisha Bishop Walters _________ Greenville, SC 
Chemistry 
Erik Jevon Nelson ---------- Hazelcrest, IL 
Civil Engineering 
Dennis Robert Altman ------- East Meadow, NY Michael Travis McKinney ________ Hodges, SC 
Mary Margaret Lane Corley Kingstree, SC Abhijit Babanrao Patil Pune, India 
Nathaniel Joseph Hermann Northport, AL Amanda Jean Pfaller Knoxville, TN 
David Franklin Impson Fountain Inn, SC Sashank M. Singuluri Hyderabad, India 
Xin Jin Beijing, China 
Computer Engineering 
Mingjie Lin ____________ Clemson, SC 
Computer Science 
Aditya Abhay Desai Pune, India lrshad Mohamed Raihan ________ Vizag, India 
Laxmikanth Reddy Dubbudu Warangal, India Vinay Rajagopalan Charleston, SC 
Friedrich Wilhelm Engler Due West, SC Samuel Sampson Longmont, CO 
Jay Edward Harris Spananburg, SC Vishnu Mohan Sekhar Madras, India 
Jianzhong Lu Zhejiang, China Heena Sharma Bombay, India 
Hunter Allen Murphy Greenville, SC Krishnan Sridhar Chennai, India 
Veeravenkata Seela Nagapraveen __ Andhra Pradesh, India Andrew Chapman Vann Winston,Salem, NC 
Abhijit Babanrao Patil Pune, India Shenglin Zheng Xinjiang, China 
Electrical Engineering 
Raja Daggula --------- Andhra Pradesh, India Jennifer Lynn van der Horst----- Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jabberia Rico Miller Rock Hill, SC Nathan Travis Youell Norch Augusta, SC 
Kanhikeyan Subramanian Tamil Nadu, India 
Engineering Mechanics 
Limin Zhang ____________ Beijing, China 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Chad Patrick Grimshaw ________ Tega Cay, SC Darren J. Steinhilber ________ Philadelphia, PA 
Jay Scott Hoskins Jefferson City, MO Meghna Harish Swamy Bangalore, India 
Andrew Stephen lmlxxlen Dewitt, NY 
Hydrogeology 
Crystal Lyn Hann ----------Pendleton, SC Donna Mae Roraback _________ Dalton, MA 
Panagiota Vasi Passinos West Palm Beach, FL Crystal Ann Taylor Fon Mill, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Samir Shriram Chabukswar ________ Pune, India Kanik Dilip Madhani --------Bombay, India 
Jinwoo Doh Tae-gu, Korea Funda Samanlioglu Istanbul, Turkey 
Hrishikesh Shashikant Karekar Pune, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Thomas Stewart Copeland _______ Greenville, SC Neelesh Suresh Kunce __________ Pune, India 
Adit~e Sadgopal Date Pune, India Jimmy Curtis Pritchard Harlem, GA 
Sunil Ashok lnamdar Pune, India Neetal Balkrishna Timble Bombay, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Suman Balasubramanian ________ Chennai, India Vijay Kumar Singh _________ Varanasi, India 
Mary Frances Koshar Brunswick, OH Christopher Crevenscen Woodard Spartanburg, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jeffrey George Hoyt Butler ________ Conway, SC Matthew Benjamin Rollins _______ Greenville, SC 
Ryan B~don Conatser Aiken, SC Mohamed Raffi Sahul Hameed Tamil Nadu, India 
Leah Hook Echridge Greenwood, SC Noel Manalil Titus Mumbai, India 
Haipeng Li Beijing, China Joseph Ephraim Whisenhunt Greenville, SC 
Britton Todd Martin Simpsonville, SC 
Physics 
Inger Marie Bjolseth ________ Elverum, Norway Dale L. Theiling __________ Charleston, SC 
George Calhoun Jordan IV Greenwood, SC Donny Wayne Winkler Seneca, SC 
Gary Austin Lamberton, Jr. Burnt Hills, NY 
Textile Science 
Yuqi Bao _____________ Beijing, China 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Sanjay Kotha North Delhi, India 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
James Wayne Altman _________ Elberton, GA Jan Wilson Hewson __________ Royston, GA 
Dolores Webb Bell Elberton, GA Monica Cline Hill Elberton, GA 
Kaye Elizabeth Wells Christian Elberton, GA Patricia 0. Howell Elberton, GA 
Tammy Denise Gaines Hartwell, GA Angela Renee Jackson Nowell Athens, GA 
Robin Lyn Goss Elberton, GA Janice L. Reiselt Homer, GA 
Pamela Wadford Harris Bowman, GA 
MASTER OF HEAL TH ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Health Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the Medical University of South Carolina.) 
Richard Craig McCoy Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Keilty Chancee Brown _______ Travelers Rest, SC Tara Nicole Moseley--------- Camden, SC 
Wendy Jeannette Farnum Seneca, SC Rohen Dennis Norris Gaffney, SC 
Brooke Jane Frasier Walhalla, SC Teresa Mae Pricchett Murfreesboro, TN 
Mary Alice Gunther Signal Mountain, TN John Lawrence Ray Clemson, SC 
Julie Nan Hettinger Greenville, SC Melissa Suzanne Shumway Charleston, SC 
Niakesha Huguinea Atlanta, GA Diane Pruitt Smith Greenville, SC 
Angela Capps Lalani Mullins, SC Alfreada Renay Walker Fountain Inn, SC 
Renya Elizabeth Luszcz Clemson, SC Monica Williams White Anderson, SC 
Alyson Adams Moore Medford Lakes, NJ Christopher Bradley Woody Pickens, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Jue Wang Shanghai, China 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Amy Suzanne Bannister ·-------- Anderson, SC Benjamin Lawton Long ________ Prosperity, SC 
Aaron Duke Fulmer Pauline, SC Rhonda Revis Tunstall Seneca, SC 
Wallace Andrew Hall, Jr. Abbeville, SC 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Linda Lee Berry---------- Anderson, SC Marsha K. Moorhead ________ Westminster, SC 
Jeffrey Terrence Brown Barrington, IL David Edward Pressley, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Curtis Hendricks Ellison, Jr. Anderson, SC Tammy Vassar Rivera Columbia, SC 
Claire Allgood Fayssoux Greenville, SC Chester Morris Rodrigues Dorchester, MA 
Kimberly Dunn Gennaro Anderson, SC Melissa Shylene Shivers Commerce, GA 
Kathy McGuffin Gentry Clemson, SC Angela Wade Simpson Charlotte, NC 
Teresa McAbee Horton Pendleton, SC Sandra Denise Sloan Seneca, SC 
Sinitra Novell Johnson Laurens, SC Robyn Elizabeth Stockunas Clemson, SC 
Rhonda Honeycutt Loftis Greenville, SC Carrie Louise Stringer Laurens, SC 
Demetrish Michelle Mays Greer, SC Ila J. Tribble Anderson, SC 
Deborah Shannan McKinney Pickens, SC Gavin Reno Wilson Clemson, SC 
Frankie Gwinn Moore Waterloo, SC 
Elementary Education 
Deborah Thornton Gardner------ Pendleton, SC Karen Marie Broadwell Pye _______ Anderson, SC 
Secondary Education 
Katina Holladay Marshall _______ Greenville, SC Charlee Alexander Tisdale ________ Seneca, SC 
Christie Cothran Shealy Pelzer, SC 
Special Education 
Margaret Louise T allevast ________ Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Sandra L. Masur Jacobs-------- Anderson, SC Dianalee Waterman __________ Auburn, ME 
Beverly Jane Ross Easley, SC Buffy Wooten York Lavonia, GA 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
\VILLIAM BUSSE WEHRENBERG, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Education 
**Aaron Blackwell Wood _______ McCormick, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Anthony Sulee Catoe ________ Middendorf, SC Steven Jeffrey Sandifer -------- Barnwell, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Lindsay Leigh Dacus ---------- Easley, SC Laura Marie Smith _________ Clarksville, MD 
Melissa G. Place Wapakoneta, OH Timothy Jerome Wesley Seabrook, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Rudolph P. Daughtery Ill Lexington, SC 
Biochemistry 
**Wesley Robert Young ________ Kettering, OH 
Biological Sciences 
Heather Lynn Benfield --------- Easley, SC Jessica Brooke Simmons ------- Richmond, VA 
Nuria Foms-Escude Barcelona, Spain Bryan Ashley Snipes Florence, SC 
Crop and Soil Environmental Science 
Samuel Robert McCoy, Jr. Oswego, SC 
Entomology 
Jeffery James Preacher --------- Charleston, SC 
Food Science 
Susan Janet Hiatt ___________ Brazil, IN 
Forest Resource Management 
Geoffrey Bryan Dickson __________ York, SC Daniel Douglas Scott ________ Charleston, SC 
Joshua Owen Patte~son Fort Mill, SC 
Horticulture 
Laurie Taylor Kite __________ Gaffney, SC Sian Imes McDonald __________ Seneca, SC 
Michael Terry Marcin, Jr. Seneca, SC Susan Diane Schunk Woodbridge, VA 
Medical Technology 
Denise Ann Hein __________ Simpsonville, SC 
Microbiology 
*Jason Brooks Grier __________ Dillon, SC 
Packaging Science 
Matthew Shields Blackmon --------Union, SC Louis Gray Sullivan Ill ________ Greenville, SC 
Richard Gregory Hodge Sumter, SC Sheleah Jevette Ingram Tarlton Hampton, VA 
William Alphonso Singleton III Walterboro, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Rene \Volfc Brown __________ Inman, SC George Paul Reid Ill ___________ Greer, SC 
Robin Smith Bryant Anderson, SC Pamela Whitmire Tribble Anderson, SC 
*'**Andrea Margaret Cavedo Summerville, SC *Neil Edward Wiater Charleston, SC 
Robert Calvin Hubbard III Clemson, SC *Martha Carole Willis Florence, SC 
*Amy Kathryn McCanless Edgemoor, SC 
Turfgrass 
Bragg Martin Williams, Jr. ________ Norway, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Edmund Gregorie Frampton III _____ Columbia, SC Sandie Michelle Reid ________ Blacksburg, SC 
***Brooke Brownell Hultstrand Columbia, SC Thomas Macchew Strickland Starr, SC 
Nathaniel Kees Leigh Clemson, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Paula M. Noto ____________ Babylon, NY 
English 
Mark Steven Champion --------- Tampa, FL Meredith Melissa Rayborn ----- Winter Garden, FL 
Kimberly Anne Cook Hampton, SC Rebecca Suzanne Robertson Gresham, SC 
Jody Lynn Forkins Simpsonville, SC Brittany Victoria Sanford Hanover, MA 
Rachel Marie Jordan Myrtle Beach, SC Katherine Anne Smoak Lancaster, SC 
Gabriel Roger Lisenby Clemson, SC Jeremy Earl Styron Greenwood, SC 
Melissa Behan McCoy Springfield, VA 
History 
*Matthew Charles Caprari ______ New Hartford, CT Shaun White Garrison ________ Mr Pleasant, SC 
Matthew Britt Drawdy Lexington, SC *Justin Robert Mayo West Chester, PA 
Language and International Trade 
Paula Alisa Abramovitch · ________ Clemson, SC **Phillip John Riblett ________ Knoxville, lN 
Ellen Retschke Bryson Berlin, Germany Stephen Clark Ridgway Eagle, CO 
Noreen Ann Carroll Sewell, NJ **Yvette Lalonde Sanders Barnwell, SC 
*Jeffrey Eugene Lakin Stahlsrown, PA 
Modem Languages 
LeAnn Marie Badwan ________ Greenville, SC Nicole Alisha Clifton ---------Amherst, NY 
Donna Robyn Burton Walhalla, SC 
Speech and Communication Studies 
Robert B. Babcock __________ Columbia, SC Lauren Ashley Moss _________ Anderson, SC 
Ramona Lene Brown Piedmont, SC Joanie Denise Mungro Lenoir, NC 
*Darren M. Cioppa Bridgewater, CT Lauren Nichol Prodoehl Westminster, MD 
Michael Jason Ferrer Holmdel, NJ Kenneth Breeland Reidenbach Isle Of Palms, SC 
Dan Leister Ligon Greenville, SC Kevin Bryant Wald Fair Play, SC 
Lindsey Dee Martin Anderson, SC Lisa Renee Williams Charleston, SC 
Pamela Anne Marcin Chapin, SC Brooks Standifer Wright Mt Pleasant, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Political Science and Speech and Communication Studies 
*Jessica Lauren McCreary Columbia, SC 
Sociology and Speech and Communication Studies 
Ja5on Cure Culberson · Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Andrew John Cirillo __________ Greer, SC James Michael Stuart S_tevenson ____ Great Falls, SC 
Jason Michael Mayberry Easley, SC William Patrick Williamson, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
Design 
Matthew James Bierschied ________ Manlius, NY Meredith Ashley McCormick ______ Rock Hill, SC 
Parker Bailey Lee Plant City, FL Matthew Crosby Taylor Lancaster, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
James Ballentine Stuckey, Jr. ------- Easley, SC Adam Noah Yount _________ Greenville, SC 
**Timothy Joseph Wiater Greenville, SC 
Political Science 
Jeffrey Jason Brizek __________ Reading, PA Melissa Ann Hampton ________ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Dawnjalice Brown Sumter, SC Jefferson David Melton Clemson, SC 
Nashiba Dawncay Finley Lithonia, GA Brian Scott Parker Spartanburg, SC 
Adam Robert Gautsch Martinsville, VA William Witter Phillips Woodside, CA 
Psychology 
John Raymond Belvill _________ Victoria, TX Kathryne Ann Moore -------- Rock Hill, SC 
John Robert Bums Greensboro, NC Shir Noy Tel Aviv, Israel 
*Abigail Lynne Clarke Andover, MA Heather Moore Pelton Fairfax, VA 
Frances Marie Devlin Summerville, SC Mallie Suzanne T umer Sandy Springs, SC 
Sylvia Elizabeth Grimes Walhalla, SC Johnathan Humer Westbrook Clemson, SC 
Meghann Redmond Harvey Florence, SC *Jordan David Whitacre Hockessin, DE 
Mauhew Todd Monteith Greenville, SC 
Sociology 
Kara Kim Bateh ----------- Columbia, SC Emily Amanda Hardin _________ Norcross, GA 
Nicholas James Eason Lyons, GA Mary Jonas Sumter, SC 
Kelley Michelle Eyster Annapolis, MD Margaret Anne Welborn Greenville, SC 
Charles James Hafley, Jr. Pompano Beach, FL ***Marcella Hope Woodson San Diego, CA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Political Science and Speech and Communication Studies 
*Marla Marie DeMarcantonio Pilesgrove, NJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Robert Edgar Adams, Jr. ---------Laurens, SC Rebecca Elizabeth Heineck _______ Anderson, SC 
Barbara Elizabeth Bass Central, SC Kelvin Leonard Major St George, SC 
*Christopher Karl Binder Long Valley, NJ Benjamin George Newton Mc Pleasant, SC 
Keith James Cruickshank Chelmsford, MA Derek Abbotc Peabody Sumter, SC 
Jamie Lee Frey Simpsonville, SC *Kimberly Wirth Sebastian Lexington, KY 
Kenneth Edward Hawkins, Jr. Greenwood, SC 
Economics 
Elizabeth Shipley Foster _______ Midlothian, VA Anthony Neil Moak ---------- Lugoff, SC 
Robert Hamilton Holcombe Irmo, SC Johnathan Garland Munn Pamplico, SC 
Paul Gregory Lesley Easley, SC **Jason Clifford Rudbeck Simpsonville, SC 
Financial Management 
Sascha T onietce Brooks _________ Easley, SC Dusty Jennine Lockhart _______ Timmonsville, SC 
Elizabeth Lindsay Cheves Greenville, SC Michael Henry Mallon Pc Pleasant, NJ 
Robert Nicholas Colacioppo Mauldin, SC Monica Maxine Mose Columbia, SC 
Eric Paul Dokken Williamsville, NY Edith Houghton Nixon Louisville, KY 
David Thomas Felder Manning, SC *Kimberly Harris Reed Hilton Head Island, SC 
Emily Cochran Frame Orange Park, FL Jason Michael Smith Kimberton, PA 
Nicole Elaine Harris Latta, SC Angela Evans Trapp Clinton, SC 
Eileen S. Javick Princeton Junction, NJ Alexander William Wagner Baltimore, MD 
*John Huntington Jones Greenville, SC Jennifer Lynn Wright Clemson, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Brian Dennis Bechtel __________ Clover, SC Joseph Lawrence Timmerman _____ North Augusta, SC 
Michael Roger Coffman Lexington, SC Lee Christopher Weatherly Greenville, SC 
Tiffany Dawn Hunter Winston-Salem, NC Lora Alice Wilkerson Central, SC 
Industrial Management 
John Chades Hunter ________ Bennettsville, SC Laura Adair Ramage __________ Clinton, SC 
Management 
David Randolph Bagwell ________ Easley, SC Adrian Wesley Messer __________ Liberty, SC 
Adam Waddingcon Beranek Aiken, SC James Brian Milam Laurens, SC 
Christopher Russell Boone Greenville, SC Kevin Lawrence Moore Georgetown, SC 
Mary Ellen Bradley Freehold, NJ James Cecil Norris Darlington, SC 
*George John Bullwinkel Ill Columbia, SC Whitney Harkness Ortega Hanahan, SC 
Matthew Robert Coleman Rock Hill. SC Chad Timothy Parker Anderson, SC 
**Kevin M. Conaway Seminole, FL Clarence Ernest Phillips IV Columbia, SC 
William Stanley Dinkins Sumter, SC Robert Olin Pickens IV Spartanburg, SC 
Christian Richard Dufour Highland Park, NJ Tracey Marie Pratt Simpsonville, SC 
Christopher B. Fant Union, SC Jenkins Randal Roberts Charleston, SC 
Robert Michael Finley Simpsonville, SC Sara Senn Santa Rosa, CA 
*Ralph Gassner Munich, Germany David Michael Shane Lake Forest, IL 
Michael William Hader Ill Mt Pleasant, SC Joseph Earl Shealy Greer, SC 
Adija Berneyda Terri Houston Windsor, SC Craig Braden Stoneburner, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Jonathan Newton Jussely Ridgeland, MS ~inda Supaswud Loganville, GA 
*Lutz Thomas Kuhlen Clemson, SC Thomas Andrew Sweatman Lexington, SC 
**Lyn Sears Massenburg Seneca, SC Lori Lynn Thackston Simpsonville, SC 
Douglas Madison Massey Warsaw, Poland Michael Edward Tindall Raleigh, NC 
Julie Lynne Mattes Fort Mill, SC John Kenneth Wharton Greenville, SC 
*Andrew Brian McCabe Spartanburg, SC Kevin Scott Wilkie Columbia, SC 
Matthew Wade Medlin Ware Shoals, SC Danielle Maureen Zito 'Xloodbury, CT 
Marketing 
Brandy Loreal Baker ---------- Easley, SC Marjorie Julia Dutton _________ Greenville, SC 
Mary Charlotte Barry Pinopolis, SC Brent Alan Elam Hilton Head Island, SC 
Bryan David Bower Irmo, SC Andrea Lee Gagliarducci Naples, FL 
Ashley Joan Carroll Mullins, SC Kyle Regina Grudis Salisbury, MD 
Kevin Davis Career Greenville, SC Kathryn Bryan Hawes Myrtle Beach, SC 
Lisa Marie Cina Greenville, SC James Young Heard Columbia, SC 
Matthew Francis Daly Dalton, MA Orion Victor Irby Greenville, SC 
\Xloodrow Dantzler Ill Orangeburg, SC Brian Thomas Karr Lilburn, GA 
Hugh Anderson Dill, Jr. Simpsonville, SC Clay Maurice Kriese Seneca, SC 
*Jesse John Douglass Woodcliff Lake, NJ James Christian Lander Pancoast burg, OH 
Kaley Elizabeth Duffy Durham, NC Nicholas John Layboum Mt Pleasant, SC 
Marketing (continued) 
*Shbeam Lashaski Lee ________ Westminster, SC David Parks Rhodes ___________ Greer, SC 
Kyle David Lukiewski Westford, MA Edward Wilson Riggs, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Joseph Mascaro III Greenville, RI Welvin LeAndre Simpkins Edgefield, SC 
Lee Douglas Melton Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Heidi Aileen Slang Allendale, NJ 
Paul Anthony Morris Charleston, SC Jason Keith Snead Lexington, SC 
James Robert Neel, Jr. Newberry, SC Wesley Michael Spaniol Richmond, VA 
Tyler Robert Nelson Central, SC Lauren Elizabeth Story Anderson, SC 
Elizabeth A. Orr Anderson, SC Muriel Chandler Taylor Georgetown, SC 
Kathryn Ashley Peacock Georgetown, SC Christopher John Winters Chester, SC 
Will DeCamp Player Mt Pleasant, SC Marion Russell Woods 111 Charlotte, NC 
Michael Walter Potempa, Jr. Hunt Valley, MD 
Psychology 
Erin Leigh Batth __________ Marietta, GA John C. Ryan __________ Middletown, OH 
Suzanne Hillary Bonner Gaffney, SC William James Spearman Easley, SC 
Melanie Ann Cochran Simpsonville, SC John Samuel Wiley, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Amber Marie Lawrence Greer, SC Jason David Zarolnick Marlboro, NJ 
Sociology 
Leah Paige Addis __________ Greenville, SC Sylvia Rebecca Moore _________ Walhalla, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINA TH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Computer Science 
*Paul Maurice Clermont Ill _______ Brooklyn, NY Jennifer Mellor Lee --------Summerville, SC 
*Sheila Denise Dallas Cincinnati, OH Justin Ben Ruggles Hendersonville, NC 
Geology 
Walter Ivan Hurtado _________ Coli, Colombia Raymie William Walters _______ Longview, WA 
Marc Rizo,Patron Osgood Clemson, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Ceramic Engineering 
James Clay Jemigan ____________ Williston, SC Austin Hugh Pritchard -------- Blackville, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Michael Edward Fisher --------Spartanburg, SC 
Chemistry 
Duane Marshall Goodine _______ Westminster, SC Tonya A. Sucherland __________ Pelzer, SC 
Civil Engineering 
*Dwayne Donnell Brown _______ John's Island, SC Nicholas Silagyi Rebovich _______ Charlotte, NC 
Jeremy Alexander Ellisor Batesburg, SC Jonathan James Sligar Carthage, NY 
Kevin B. Oaks Springfield, VA Joshua David Smith Gaffney, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Edward Baker Duffy III _______ Summerville, SC John Bradford Peebles, Jr. -------Pendleton, SC 
+**William Thomas Jeter Summerville, SC Scoct David Willey Spartanburg, SC 
+*Roopam Bhanu Master Clemson, SC *Yimin Wu Hilton Head Island, SC 
John Curtis Moore Ill Lynchburg, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Bradly Alan Mullins ___________ York, SC Robert James Steed-------- Spartanburg, SC 
Computer Science 
Jeffrey Scott Cometet ________ Mc Pleasant, SC Aaron Matthew Kluge ________ Simpsonville, SC 
**Philip Edwards Hamer, Jr. York, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
**Robert Andrew Bamett _______ Simpsonville, SC Wesley Willingham Lawton III _____ Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Bimbrich Aiken, SC Janie R. Lockhart Greenwood, SC 
Rodger Michael Culbreath, Jr. Johnston, SC LaKesha Denice Williams Kingstree, SC 
Ryan Antonio Hardey Batesburg, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
***Richard Clay Jenkins ________ Rock Hill, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Suliman A. Al-Omari ---------Clemson, SC **Thomas Michael New _________ Saluda, SC 
+***David William Clayton Simpsonville, SC Paul Hunter Wright Greenville, SC 
Physics 
**Robert Edward Flandry III ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Textile Science 
Naushad Humayun __________ Karachi, Pakistan 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
HAROLD ERNEST CHEATHAM, DEAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Adrienne Sara Lloyd---------- Easley, SC Ruthanne Kimberly Sexton _______ Anderson, SC 
Elementary Education 
Damian Thomas Goodman _______ Blairstown, NJ Michael Aaron Young ___________ Aiken, SC 
Julie Michelle Wilson Anderson, SC 
Secondary Education 
Jennifer Marie Ahrens __________ Easley, SC Nettie Elizabeth Franklin _______ Jekyll Island, GA 
Lori Elizabeth Bowers Charleston, SC Jenni Marie French Spartanburg, SC 
Special Education 
**Lauren Ashley Lesslie --------Rock Hill, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
April Nicole Burnett-------- Campobello, SC Jared Dominic Marinelli -------- Anderson, SC 
**Ann Catherine Engle Conyers, GA Heather Nicole McCaskill Brookeville, MD 
*Melissa Marcella Farino Lancaster, SC Kellie Elizabeth Vilag Florence, SC 
Sarah Rebecca Kellinger Mt Airy, MD Whitney Susanne Williams Lugoff, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
*Erin Lynne Cooke---------- Chapin, SC Frances La Marr Young--------- Central, SC 
Kassi LaRee Kennon Greer, SC 
Nursing 
***Terri Moore Manning _______ Spartanburg, SC Heidi Marie McKay __________ Greenville, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Christopher Carroll Avera ______ Isle Of Palms, SC John David Hudson _________ Greenville, SC 
Annie S~mantha Bonnette Orangeburg, SC Heather Joy Kimmons Orlando, Fl 
Melanie Ann Brown Johnston, SC *Susan LaRoche King Y onges Island, SC 
Sally Jane, Brown Stuart, FL Christopher Matthew Lyon Anderson, SC 
Corey Todd Buchanan Hartsville, SC Shara Elizabeth Merritt Irmo, SC 
Wesley Bruce Campbell Easley, SC *Erin Marie Mickey Hudson, OH 
Ashley Elizabeth Coleman Easley, SC Lindsay Victoria Miller: Vero Beach, FL 
Jamie Marie Cramer Greenville, SC Ian Kevin Oser Charleston, SC 
Jennifer Pride Cramer Greenville, SC Christie Kay Owen Charlotte, NC 
Margaret Heath Etheredge Columbia, SC Alexander Carl Pridgen Myrtle Beach, SC 
Virginia Ann Foster Little Silver, NJ Nicole Ann Radman Colts Neck, NJ 
Jeremy Gedding Guthrie Greenville, SC *Stephen Anthony Springs White Rock, SC 
Mikal lbn Hasan Conway, SC Clinton Scott Tucker Corpus Christi, TX 
Science Teaching 
Hanan D. Oweis ____________ Mauldin, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Bradley Luvon Fowler --------- Anderson, SC Bree Linton Stephenson _________ Walhalla, SC 
*Andrew Charles Giesler Loveland, OH 
•cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 co 3.69 
••Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of3. 70 to 3.89 
.. •Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 co 4.00 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have completed an enriched program of study designed by their depanmcnts with the approval of the Calhoun 
College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must complete an honors thesis and/or other upper division honors courses, while maintaining an 
overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an orange 
and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the 
memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoics over their gowns are memhers of honorary societies that require a minimum J .00 grade point ratio for membership. The stoles have 
the University seal emhoidcred on one side, and on the other side are the emblem(s) of honorary societies in which the student is a member. 
Award 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD 
The Graduate Teaching Assistant Award was established to recognize the valuable 
contributions that graduate teaching assistants make to the education of Clemson 
undergraduate students. Two individuals are selected each year from nominations by 
students and endorsed by University faculty. A bronze medallion is presented to each 
recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of five hundred dollars. 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARDS FOR 2001 
JENIFER ERNESTINE GREENE 
Fair Play, SC 
MICHAEL THOMAS MURY 
Central, SC 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington (1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son,in,law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four,year 
curricula, supplemented by two two,year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of Architectur~e, Arts, and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering 
and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and 
the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the·. Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business, American Council for Construction Education, American 
Society of Landscape Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, 
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, International Association for 
Management Education, National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Industrial Technology, National Association of State Directors 
of Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, Planning Accrediting Board, 
and Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land,grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
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